Hardware Minimum Specifications

For New Installation

**Processor:** Intel Core Duo/Quad processor or Xeon Dual/Quad Core 2.0 GHz with 4MB Shared L2 Cache Dual Processing Capable

**Server OS:** OS Server 2012, 2012 R2, or 2016. 64-bit OS and SQL are supported. Microsoft Word* (64-bit OS and SQL recommended)


**Memory:** 8GB RAM (8 client connections) (add 8GB for each additional 20 client connections)

**Storage:** 160GB Total HDD Space (or combination of drives to equal 160GB) Approximately 100kb database growth per exam.

**Network:** 10/100/1000 Base T Network

**Backup:** Network backup is recommended.

*Raid drives may be added as an option.

*Virtual Servers are supported.